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million inhabitants. Singapore, on the other side of th
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a b s t r a c t

Since 2006, the Federal Malaysian government has developed the South-Johor Economic Region as a
major corridor for economic development. A vision, known as Iskandar Malaysia, has been facilitated
through a Comprehensive Development Plan underpinning strategies to boost the physical and economic
development of the Johor Bahru metropolitan area. The latter borders Singapore; the two cities, separated
by a one km. sea channel, are linked by two bridges. Thousands of people cross the Johor Straits to enjoy
better wages (in Singapore) and cheap goods (in Malaysia). The paper provides an analysis of the Iskandar
Malaysia Vision. A key message is the need for future plans to consider both cities, Johor Bahru and Sin-
gapore, as part of an emerging transnational urban region.

� 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Introduction

Johor Bahru (JB), the capital of Johor State, Malaysia, is a city of
500,000 inhabitants located at the southern tip of the peninsular;
the larger JB metropolitan area had a population of about 1.3 mil-
lion in 2006. It is the second largest metropolitan area in Malaysia
(after the capital Kuala Lumpur2). A fragmented metropolitan area,
in the sense described by Graham and Marvin (2001), JB is linked by
a system of highways which have very little connection to the sur-
rounding developments. Massive speculative developments of more
than 15 storeys now mushroom randomly from a formerly low-rise
built environment made up of linked houses or two and three storey
buildings with workshops situated on the ground floor. JB city centre
is pedestrian-unfriendly, marked by high rates of traffic congestion
and resulting car accidents. Moving around the metropolitan area
by public transport is time consuming and unreliable.

The Causeway, built to link Singapore to the mainland in 1919,
is the main generator of traffic during rush hour. An agglomeration
of badly maintained housing estates, gated enclaves, and gigantic
shopping malls extends radially from the causeway, stretching
along the main regional highways and the north–south express-
ways to Kuala Lumpur.
ll rights reserved.
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ing Kula Lumpur, has about 7
e Johor Straits, has about 4.6
The JB metropolitan area is an industrial and commercial
hotspot in the region and almost any significant industrial brand
has a branch here. Schematically, heavy industry is located to the
east side of the JB agglomeration in the Pasir Gudang area, the
main harbour for petrochemicals; electronic and semi-conductor
factories are located around the Senai area, the airport, and with
some near the PTP cargo harbour, in the new tax-free zone; while
small and medium size enterprises are scattered all over the
conurbation.

In social terms, the ethnic background of the metro area is char-
acterised by 60% Malay-Muslims and 30% of Chinese origins—
either Buddhists, Taoists, or Christians; fewer than 10% have
Tamil-Hindu roots (Iskandar Regional Development Authority
(IRDA), 2007). The current median age in SJER is 26 years; workers
are mainly semi or un-skilled. In economic terms, the GDP US$
14,790 per capita was considerably higher than the average of
Johor State (US$ 10,757 per capita), yet only half of that of
Singapore (Khazanah Nasional – KN, 2006 p. 4–1). High crime
rates3 and locations with poor sanitation contribute to the city’s
main social issues, especially on the periphery.
3 The spread of this problem to the entire country pushed the Malaysian Federal
Government to initiate an ad hoc programme in 2004. Yet in 2009 Johor Bahru still
has one of the highest rates of crime in the country. Local newspapers have recently
(2009) reported that even the chief of the city police and his family have been victims
of crime. The Sun, a politically independent Malaysian newspaper, has also reported
(October 2009) that thousands of CCTV cameras will be deployed in JB to deter
criminal activity.



4 In particular the five district centers of Skudai (15 km to the north of JB and the
location for the Universiti Teknologi Malaysia), Senai (in the centre of the Iskandar
area and location for the regional airport), Kulai (the northern district), Tebrau (to
north-east), and Pasir Gudang (to the east of JB). The ninth Malaysia Plan (2006-2010)
is the overall economic blueprint to enhance development in the country. This
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The metropolitan region covers 220,000 hectares, of which only
15% is urbanised, with most of the remainder under agricultural
use (60%) with the rest covered by forest or part of river basins
(KN, 2006). The average population density is therefore low, at only
5.8 inhabitants per hectare, while in neighbouring Singapore it is al-
most 70. Singapore represents one of the biggest economies in South
East Asia (SEA) and is an access hub to the global market. It was once
part of British Malaya, with the other Straits Settlements of Malacca
and Penang. The two cities, separated by a 1 km-wide sea channel,
are linked by two bridges: the first was built in 1919 under British
colonial rule, the Causeway that links the very core of JB with Wood-
lands, the northern neighbourhood in Singapore, while the second
was completed in 1998 after a controversial period of bilateral rela-
tions between Malaysia and Singapore (Barter, 2006a, 2006b); this
connects north-west Singapore (Jurong) with Nusajaya in JB.

During the weekdays, about 30–50,000 people cross Johor
Straits to enjoy better wages in Singapore; conversely during the
weekends Singaporeans enjoy the high purchasing value of the Sin-
gaporean dollar for Malaysian goods and entertainment. These
cross-border dynamics affect many strata of the local social geog-
raphy (commuters, city users, businessmen) and therefore their
activities in the region (working, shopping, investing). In addition,
cross-border dynamics include the movement of information and
resources as much as people and goods: Singaporean TV network
MediaCorp, with its five channels, covers the entire JB metropolitan
area; gas and water pipelines run across the Johor Straits to guar-
antee the needs of Singapore’s population; and so forth. Flows are
in both directions, but vary according to needs and content. Aiming
to catch and characterize the transnational character of its econ-
omy, this borderless region has been dubbed with many names
such as SIJORI (Singapore–Johor–Riau), SIJORI-Growth Triangle
(GT), and the Indonesia–Malaysia–Singapore GT (Sparke et al.,
2004). A trilateral agreement was ratified in 1989 (Bunnell et al.,
2006) to facilitate cross-border investments between Singapore,
Johor, and the Riau Islands in Indonesia.

In 2006, during Abdullah Badawi’s term as the 5th Malaysian
Prime Minister, JB and its metropolitan region (the South-Johor Eco-
nomic Region or SJER) was chosen to be the second economic corri-
dor for the country, after the Multimedia Super Corridor (MSC
Malaysia) in Kuala Lumpur. The aims were to compete with and
yet integrate with the Singaporean economy, while at the same time
to modernize JB’s urban and economic infrastructure. A Comprehen-
sive Development Plan was put in place, together with a new-estab-
lished regional development authority directly reporting to the
cabinet of the Malaysian Prime Minister. SJER was later renamed
‘‘Iskandar Malaysia’’ honouring the name of the late Sultan of Johor.

The aim of this paper is to discuss the Iskandar Malaysia vision
for the future JB as well as to understand its linkages with the
neighbouring global cities Singapore and Kuala Lumpur. In the sec-
ond section, we review the Iskandar Comprehensive Development
Plan (CDP) while in the third we compare it against a similar project
such as the Multimedia Super Corridor (MSC) Malaysia in Kuala
Lumpur. Transnational and post-colonial issues between Malaysia
and Singapore, as well as the Indonesia–Malaysia–Singapore
Growth Triangle (shortened to GT), are addressed in ‘‘Transnational
and post-colonial issues across the Johor Straits: understanding the
Straits Mega-City region’’. In ‘‘Conclusions’’ we re-frame Iskandar
Malaysia in broader terms, by advancing to consider it as part of a
vast economic corridor stretching from Kuala Lumpur to Singapore.
document has identified the following economic corridors for development: the East
Coast Economic Region, Multimedia Super Corridor, the Northern Corridor Economic
Region, the Sabah Development Corridor, the Sarawak Corridor of Renewable Energy,
and Iskandar Malaysia.

5 In a meeting between the authors and UEM Land’s Nusajaya’s master-planner, it
emerged that some European and North-American investors had pulled out as a
consequence of the current economic downturn. FDI committed is largely from
Middle East countries, Singapore and Europe.
Iskandar Malaysia: the new corridor for development in
Malaysia

In 2006, SJER was inserted into the 9th Malaysia Plan (9MP) as a
main corridor for future economic development in the country
(KN, 2006: 1–1). Fig. 1 outlines the wider national spatial frame-
work, set out in the 9MP.4 In this context, the Khazanah Nasional
(Malaysian investment holding arm) was asked to come up with a
masterplan, envisioning the future SJER (Fig. 2). The vision, known
as Iskandar Malaysia, has been structured through a Comprehensive
Development Plan (CDP) underpinning relevant strategies to boost
the physical and economic development of Johor Bahru metropolitan
area. An ad hoc agency, the Iskandar Region Development Authority
(IRDA) reporting to the Malaysian PM, has been set up to facilitate
negotiations and governance processes in the region.

With a rather advanced regional approach which considers JB,
the wider metropolitan area, and its interrelation with Singapore’s
economy, the CDP has five ‘pillars’ (Fig. 3):

� Positioning in the international rim,
� establishing hard and soft infrastructure enablers,
� investment in catalyst projects,
� establishing a strong institutional framework and the creation

of a strong regulatory authority, and
� ensuring socio-economic equity and buy-in from the local

population.

These pillars are in turn founded on three main themes (‘‘nation
building’’, ‘‘growth and value creation’’, and ‘‘equitable and fair dis-
tribution among stakeholders’’) which have been identified to
make SJER ‘‘a strong, sustainable conurbation of international
standing’’ (KN, 2006). The aim is to create a dynamic growth corri-
dor capable of facilitating population growth from 1.3 million to 3
million by 2025.

Spatially, the CDP focuses on five flagship zones within SJER (see
Fig. 3):

(a) Johor Bahru (JB) City Centre, the core of the SJER conurba-
tion, to develop as the financial centre for the region;

(b) Nusajaya, a green zone to the west of JB, to be converted to
residential, light-industry, and tertiary uses;

(c) Western Gate and Development, to strengthen the rapidly
growing area around the Port of Tanjung Pelepas (PTP);

(d) Eastern Gate Development, to strengthen and redevelop the
brownfield area around Pasir Gudang Port and its heavy
industries; and

(e) Senai–Skudai, two cities located to the north of JB, to sustain
the need of the region for quaternary infrastructure (univer-
sities, airports etc.).

Overall, about RM 47 billion was judged necessary to support
the initial roll-out of the Iskandar masterplan between 2006 and
2010, and a total of RM 4.3 billion was allocated by the Ninth
Malaysia Plan to build the necessary infrastructures (Iskandar Re-
gional Development Authority (IRDA), 2007: 6). To complete the
project by 2025 the plan will require another RM 335 billion of
public and private investments. Private investment will be facili-
tated by UEM Land (the master developer of Nusajaya), other Gov-
ernment Linked Companies, and by FDI.5



Fig. 1. Malaysia’s main development corridors (KN, 2006).

6 MSC was launched in 1996 in the then 7th Malaysia Plan (7MP). Originally it was
meant to cover an area of 15 � 50 km in Kuala Lumpur to include among others
Putrajaya (the administrative quarter) and KLIA (Kuala Lumpur International Airport)
in order to provide the infrastructure (e.g.: optical fibre network) to sustain ICT-based
activities. In 9MP, MSC has been extended to the central district of Johor Bahru,
Nusajaya, UTM Skudai (Iskandar Regional Development Authority (IRDA), 2008: 6)
and other states (Economic Planning Unit (EPU) – Prime Minister’s Department, 2006:
145).
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In the first stage, investments will be concentrated in three flag-
ship zones along the Straits of Johor at JB, Nusajaya, and Pasir Gud-
ang. In particular, the bulk of the investments will be concentrated
in Nusajaya, a new green-field settlement for a half million inhab-
itants (Figs. 4–6). Here the target is to attract companies, institu-
tions, and knowledge economy professionals (ICT industries, R&D
firms, universities, professionals, etc.) to raise the value chain in
the SJER. A new flat tax rate of 15% for employees and companies
in the knowledge economy sectors in Iskandar (compared with a
rate of 27% elsewhere in the country) was introduced in November
2009 to support this vision. A new Southern Industrial and Logis-
tics Cluster will provide space and infrastructure for IT industries,
while EduCity will support the R&D sector by attracting competi-
tive international universities. The extension of the Malaysia Super
Corridor (MSC) will provide the key infrastructure to create a cyber
city6 while Medini, a new Central Business District financed by
Middle Eastern capital, and the recently completed administrative
centre for the state of Johor, will constitute Nusajaya’s core develop-
ment. A Transit Oriented Development (TOD) approach will encour-
age inhabitants to use public transport leading to a radical shift from
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Fig. 3. The South-Johor Economic Region (SJER) (the dark-dashed boxes indicate the locations of the five Iskandar Malaysia flagship projects (KN, 2006); the light dots represent squatter villages in the region): (A) JB
city centre – new financial district, Segget revitalisation, free access zone; (B) Nusajaya – Johor State New Administrative Centre, Creative park, University park, Medical hub; (C) Western Gate Development – PTP
harbour, free trade zone, second link access, free access zone, Ramsar; (D) Eastern Gate Development – Tg. Langasat Technopole, Kim Kim regional park, Pasir Gudand harbour; (E) Senai-Skudai – Airport City, Senai
multimodal centre, Skudai knowledge centre.
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Fig. 4. Medini, virtual rendering (millennium development).
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the current situation, described as an ‘‘imbalanced modal split of
about 70:30 with a bias [towards] private transport’’ (KN, 2006).

However, the will of the CDP to enhance public transport and
other sustainability-friendly strategies7 seems of less importance
in the context of the actual development taking place in the region.
Nusajaya will be developed entirely on a green-field site at a rather
low density (50 inhabitants per hectare). The planned layout of ur-
ban highways and rather anonymous open spaces will play a deci-
sive role in encouraging the use of private vehicles. Horizon Hills,
East Ledang, and Ledang Heights are important areas committed
for proudly-gated low-rise communities for the wealthy. It is indic-
ative that investments to upgrade and build new roads are imple-
mented now for an overall cost of RM 4.7 billion, while the RM 3
billion investment for the transit network, consisting of an East–
West LRT and an MRT line, has been postponed (Iskandar Regional
Development Authority (IRDA), 2008).

Yet, although the Iskandar vision builds time into the allocation
of resources progressively from 2006 to 2025, it appears that in
spatial terms the timeline is much less considered. Developments
in Nusajaya are spread widely and the only recognizable semi-
complete nucleus is the new administrative centre, while housing
lacks any retail supply or other public services.8 The Puteri harbour,
7 In particular the CDP declares guidance by physical development strategies, such
as balanced development, by focusing development in certain corridors as well as
protection of the natural, historical and open space to improve quality of life, or build
on already infrastructure-supported areas while promoting the redevelopment of, for
example, brownfield areas. Overall there are ten sustainable principles listed.

8 UEM land, the master developer for Nusajaya, is solving the temporary lack of
retail provision with temporary shopping courts to attract a sufficient population
which could enable big shopping malls to move into the new area. At the moment
only one private hospital is serving Nusajaya. The areas for other public services have
been reserved to be developed in the near future (although, in a recent meeting with
the authors, UEM Land could not specify what public services will be provided).
the new marina just beside the new administrative centre, is still in
the making while the SILC (Southern Industrial and Logistics Clus-
ters) has sold very few parcels to private firms (in particular after
the 2008 economic downturn). The excessive separation of functions
(work, home, shopping) in a wide area, according to an old-style
zoning approach, is likely to create several problems for the success
of Nusajaya and in turn for the Iskandar vision.
MSC Malaysia vs. Iskandar Malaysia

Iskandar Malaysia with its multi-million dollar mega-projects
resembles the Multimedia Super Corridor (MSC Malaysia). Initiated
in 1996 during the long-lasting Mahathir premiership, MSC Malay-
sia is a 50 km long IT corridor stretching from KL Petronas Towers
to KL International Airport, including two green-field new towns at
Putrajaya, the electronic administrative capital of Malaysia, and
Cyberjaya, a Silicon Valley-type development adjacent to Putrajaya
(Bunnell, 2002a: 265; Bunnell, 2004: 90). With a projection of
350,000 residents, several federal-government ministries and the
future seat for Malaysia’s national parliament, Putrajaya was ex-
pected to be completed in 2011, although the current global eco-
nomic downturn may endanger some important developments
(Moser, 2010).

MSC Malaysia

During the 1980s and 1990s, Kuala Lumpur (KL) extended its
influence over a wide urban region to include Shah Alam (the re-
gional capital of Selangor), and the Klang Valley. A minimum of
metropolitan coordination was guaranteed by the centralisation
of power ‘‘. . . in certain Federal Government ministries and agen-
cies’’ rather than through a proper elected metropolitan council



Fig. 5. View of the Nusajaya model over the Southern Industrial Logistic Cluster (authors’ photo).
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(Bunnell & Barter, 2002: 361). In a period of great political stability
in Malaysia, under the guidance of PM Mahathir, ambitious mega-
projects concerned with nation building and economic develop-
ment were delivered. The Multimedia Super Corridor (later
renamed MSC Malaysia) was arguably Mahathir’s most favourite
pet project, the manifestation ‘‘. . . of Mahathir’s ambition to trans-
form Malaysia into an international player’’ (Moser, 2010: 288).

Bunnell (2002a: 271–272) explains that MSC Malaysia is con-
ceived to be a Castellian technopole rather than an industrial park;
it is meant to be a sort of ‘‘Silicon Valley’’ in which FDI is deployed
to develop research and development incubators and to allocate
innovative IT firms. It is an important part of Mahathir’s ‘‘Vision
2020’’, the year in which Malaysia is predicted to reach fully devel-
oped-country status (Bunnell, 2002a: 267). Putrajaya, the elec-
tronic capital of Malaysia, and Cyberjaya, the intelligent city, are
the major outcomes, in urban terms, of MSC Malaysia (Bunnell,
2002a: 265).

Politically speaking, MSC Malaysia’s underlying concept is to
create a limited geographic region in which a series of incentives
could be applied in order to attract FDI. Of those incentives, the
crucial one is the exemption of the 30% Bumiputera (‘‘sons of the
soil’’ – namely Malay/Muslim ethnic population) quota on corpo-
rate equities for companies based in Malaysia, a policy established
in Malaysia in the 1970s with the New Economic Policy (NEP). It
was thought the NEP would allow greater Malay participation in
the country’s economy, thus re-balancing Chinese–Malaysian eco-
nomic dominance while opening up new opportunities for Malays
traditionally working in the rural countryside (this was largely as
a result of British colonial rule in which a clear ethnic-based
discrimination was deployed to favour Chinese traders over the
Malay and Indian population: Bunnell, 2002b). Now, thanks to
MSC Malaysia companies could be free to hire anyone provided
that they would settle within MSC boundaries. However Lepawsky
(2009: 473) shows that this latter condition was often ignored and
companies did settle mostly in Kuala Lumpur, outside the special
corridor. According to Lepawsky, the failure of spatial MSC Malay-
sia policy should be interpreted as the willingness by some parts
of the United Malaysia National Organisation (UMNO) and the na-
tional coalition Nasional Barisan (National Front) to strip out, in
the long term scenario, NEP policy, thus fostering the circulation
of global capital in the country while leaving to the market the
decision whether or not to include segments of the local popula-
tion in the national economy. A decision on the latter could not
be applied at once to the entire country, to avoid local resistance
and popular uprisings.

Lepawsky (2009: 474) also argues that the decision to locate
MSC beside Kuala Lumpur was due to the higher Malay participa-
tion in the economy in KL compared to other perhaps more dy-
namic cities in the country, such as Chinese-dominated Penang.
Here ICT manufacturing facilities existed a long time before MSC
Malaysia, yet Penang never enjoyed the incentives granted to the
MSC corridor. Also, locating MSC Malaysia in Kuala Lumpur has en-
sured UMNO direct political control over its implementation (i.e.
selection of contractors and sub-contractors: Lepawsky, 470). Gi-
ven these two observations, it appears clear that rather than being
a test bed for future corridors to be implemented in the rest of the
country (Bunnell, 2002a: 293) th eMSC model could have been ap-
plied to Kuala Lumpur only. In this respect, it is significant to note
that in Iskandar’s marketing material there is no reference at all to
MSC Malaysia and as we shall see in the next section, although
Nusajaya may superficially resemble Putrajaya, they are indeed
very different mega-projects.



Fig. 6. View of contemporary Nusajaya nearby Horizon Hills development (authors’ photo).

9 From 2009 in Iskandar Malaysia workers of knowledge industries will enjoy a 15%
flat tax-rate as an incentive to attract FDI in the region.
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Putrajaya and Nusajaya : similarities and differences

At the policy level, Putrajaya and Nusajaya can be interpreted in
a variety of ways: they can be considered as projects aimed to
rediscover national cultural roots or as instruments to impose
and standardize a sense of belonging in a country still divided into
Malay, Chinese, and Indian clans. Putrajaya and Nusajaya could
also be seen as efforts to link to wider global networks to attract
foreign investments, or as projects sponsored by powerful politi-
cians to represent their power, subsidised with public money.
Moser has noted that since the advent of Putrajaya in 1996 many
‘‘. . . little Putrajayas are currently springing up around the
country...’’ and ‘‘... many aspects of Putrajaya are replicated in
Nusajaya...’’ (2010: 295). She notes in particular the Arabic archi-
tectural theme which is used to brand most public projects in other
Asian Muslim-dominated countries (e.g.: Indonesia and Pakistan).
Bunnell (2002a: 267) argues in turn that behind such projects lies
the European modernist belief that ‘‘. . . state-led urban planning
can effect social as well as economic transformation in desired
directions’’ rather than a new renaissance of Muslim cities. As
Moser has argued ‘‘. . . the primary objectives in master planning
capital cities is to construct, communicate, and normalize national
identity to the citizenry’’ (2010: 295).

Nusajaya and Putrajaya can also be interpreted as at odds with
Sassen’s global city theory (2001); internationalisation of Kuala
Lumpur and Johor Bahru in Malaysia is neither the result of the
weakening of the nation-state nor of the overwhelming power of
multinational corporations. In Malaysia, as in Singapore, globalisa-
tion is achieved through top-down national policies such as unre-
stricted employment of local and foreign knowledge workers,
exemption from local ownership requirements, freedom to source
capital and borrow funds globally, and attractive tax exemption
schemes9 in an effort to divert Foreign Direct Investment (Bunnell,
2002a: 268 and 272) from other competitive locations (such as
Vietnam and Thailand).

A useful comparison between Nusajaya and Putrajaya can be
carried out by looking at the mechanism deployed to acquire land
for development. Prior to 1996, the land on which Putrajaya is
located today was owned by a large conglomerate and used for
palm-oil plantations. A community of Malaysian–Indians brought
into the area during British colonial rules inhabited the area of
Perang Besar (today’s Putrajaya). In the mid 1990s the implemen-
tation of Putrajaya implied the end of the local palm-oil plantation
economy and the displacement of its resident community else-
where in the region (Bunnell, 2002a: 283). A similar story is today
replicated in Nusajaya. Countryside villagers (orang kampong) and
aboriginal fishermen communities (orang laut) are being relocated
elsewhere in JB, including to the periphery of the metropolitan
region, to facilitate Iskandar developments. Bunnell (2002a),
recalling Kitchin’s work, points out that globalisation is never an
egalitarian process. Globalisation works to reproduce capital effec-
tively rather than to enhance better living standards for all the seg-
ments of an urban community. However, the events in Putrajaya
and Nusajaya show that it was not global capital which displaced
people by means of the real estate market; rather it was a con-
scious and centralised local government decision which has led
to the carrying out of the operation against traditionally-neglected
minorities, from colonial rule to present time.
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Segregation and exclusion are also achieved with the language
of architecture. Particularly in Putrajaya, Arabic-style architecture
is deployed to underscore Malay-Muslim political dominance in
Malaysian society. Moser (2010: 295) notes that ‘‘. . . there are no
spaces in Putrajaya’s master plan allocated to the practice of any
other faiths; no Chinese temples, Indian temples, or churches have
been built’’. In Nusajaya, Middle Eastern themes have been de-
ployed in a similar way.

Similarities between Nusajaya and Putrajaya can be found also
at the level of political leadership. If Putrajaya is Mahathir’s utopia
to strengthen Malay-Muslim leadership in future Malaysia, Nusa-
jaya reflects Badawi’s dream to modernize Malaysia in order to
compete with the rival Singapore. Putrajaya and Nusajaya are both
the result of strong individual, political commitment, rather than
multinational companies’ interests in exploiting cheap labour as
the global city theory suggests, which at times may not match with
market volatility. During periods of economic crisis (in 1997 and
2008) both projects registered serious slowdowns, endangering
their completion. However, here we argue that Nusajaya is proba-
bly more like Cyberjaya than Putrajaya. Both Nusajaya and Cyber-
jaya rely more on private capital and FDI—unlike Putrajaya, where
development is fully financed by government-linked companies
(e.g.: Petronas). Both Nusajaya and Cyberjaya target IT industries
and the knowledge economy as vehicles for development, whereas
Putrajaya incubates public functions and housing for public sector
workers. Moreover the Johor State New Administrative Centre, the
portion of Nusajaya most alike Putrajaya, occupies a small part of
the entire area; only a few buildings are dedicated to public state
functions, while the marina, real estate, an industrial cluster, a
medical park, the new CBD and the educational citadel constitute
altogether the biggest and most profitable portion of the entire
project.

Finally, because of its special location directly across the Straits
of Johor, Nusajaya, rather than representing an experiment for na-
tion building like Putrajaya, will probably be instead an exemplar
of Smith’s ‘‘transnational urbanism’’ (2001). In this latter sense,
cross-border, professional commuters could enjoy better living
condition in Nusajaya while working in Singapore; tourists coming
from Singapore Changi airport could have an opportunity to spend
some days in one of the international resorts and entertainment
parks in Nusajaya; Singapore’s IT start-ups could benefit from
favourable tax breaks in Iskandar Malaysia, while Educity in Nusa-
jaya could provide knowledge workers to strengthen JB’s economy.
While Smith is concerned with understanding the relevance of
transnational social dynamics in a more globalised world economy,
here we stretch the meaning of transnational urbanism into the
field of metropolitan spatial policy in order to facilitate effective
planning for Asian emerging transnational urban regions such as
Johor Bahru–Singapore.
Transnational and post-colonial issues across the Johor Straits:
understanding the Straits Mega-City Region

Transnational Urban Regions

The debate on transnational urban regions has been interest-
ingly advanced in a recent book on mega-city regions (Hall & Pain,
2006). In particular, the European debate on cross-border urban
dynamics has been crucial during recent years to meet the interest
of the European Union (EU) in European metropolitan regions,
transnational cooperation, and social cohesion. This is due to the
intrinsic nature of the EU as a complex grouping of 27 culturally
and economically diverse countries tasked to converge toward a
more equal socio-economic level. The EU is in fact supporting
transnational cooperation among Member States with many pro-
grammes (e.g.: INTERREG) and investments. In this frame, transit
infrastructures play a crucial symbolic and logistical role. The Ores-
und bridge between Denmark and Sweden, the Euro-tunnel be-
tween UK and France, plus the TEN-T network running
throughout Europe (the latter a network of corridors linking by rail,
highways, and seaways the European metropolitan regions) are the
most visible examples of the importance of transnational infra-
structures in Europe.

However there have been some disappointing results in Europe
in integrating governances across borders (Barter, 2006a, 2006b).
For example, in the case of the Oresund region, recent studies
(Rizzo et al., 2008, pp. 68–69; Rizzo, 2009) have shown the compli-
cations of bilateral governance between the cities of Malm}o and
Copenhagen. For the airline industry, for example, frictions have
been highlighted with and among Scandinavian governments seek-
ing to develop a competitive comprehensive gateway in the fast
growing Baltic Sea Region (which thus favours the already estab-
lished western European hubs of Frankfurt and London: Matthies-
sen, 2004). Much of the earlier enthusiasm for a broad cross-border
alliance between the two cities has mutated into a harsh competi-
tion to attract more inhabitants (and therefore to have a bigger
budget from taxpayers). Yet pragmatically, efforts have been made
on both sides of the Oresund straits to brand the two cities as one
region. In this way, important investments have been achieved in
the pharmaceutical and health care sector on both sides (known
as the Medicon Valley). Although people today are more sceptical
than previously about a convergent identity between those two
cities, 60,000 users per day enjoy free movement, an open labour
market, and convenient prices across the straits.

The growth triangle

Returning to our case study, the same considerations and efforts
can be detected. On this issue, as noted earlier, a series of articles
has been published since the mid 1990s on the fields of transport
policy, economic studies, and political science. In particular; on
the Singaporean side, a Singapore-centred economic system has
been claimed since the beginning of the 1990s under the acronym
of SIJORI Singapore–Johor–Riau region (Douglass, 2002; Ikuta,
2004; Wee, 1995).

The SIJORI concept, in its academic form, is inspired by Gins-
burg’s paradigm of Extended Metropolitan Regions in Asia
(1991). For Ginsburg, in fact, from the late 1980s growing central
cities in developing countries in Asia have extended their influence
on neighbouring rural territories generating a ‘‘dispersed metropo-
lis’’ similar to the ones in Japan (Ginsburg, 1991: 36). However, he
observes that those growing metropolitan regions are facilitated by
a network of low-tech infrastructures (say, bus services and truck
transport) rather than high-tech ones. At the beginning of the
1990s this concept was partially true for Singapore and for its
neighbours, Johor Bahru and Riau, both very poorly served by infra-
structure and located in lagging regions. In particular the lack of
space and cheap labour in the city-state has fostered transnational
cooperation with Indonesia and Malaysia in order to allocate Sin-
gapore’s FDI (Bunnell et al., 2006).

Although in the late 1990s SIJORI has been renamed the Indone-
sia–Malaysia–Singapore Growth Triangle (Sparke et al., 2004: 486),
to play down the dominance of Singapore over the two neighbour-
ing countries and thus smooth synergies and investments to allow
economic growth in the region, the fundamental idea that Singa-
pore provides capital while Johor and Riau give unregulated space
and cheap labour remains the same. The Growth Triangle (GT) is a
model for cooperation rather than competition, thus helping local
region-makers (politicians, planners and developers) to put in
place synergies to smooth the trans-nationalisation of the Singa-
pore economy. In this new political agenda, the second major
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transport link between JB and the city-state, and a few other pro-
jects, have been discussed in encouraging bilateral meetings be-
tween Malaysia and Singapore. But, as Ikuta (2004) and Douglass
(2002) suggest, unlike similar transnational regions in the Euro-
pean Union, the GT remains a top-down policy run by central gov-
ernments rather than a horizontal network between regions. As a
result cooperation in the GT area is still insufficient, especially
when it is asked to facilitate cross-border dynamics. Therefore,

‘‘. . . in order to strengthen the endogenous development, it
would be helpful to form an integrated governance system con-
trolling the region as a whole. Combining such activities with
the regionally integrated governance system can enable people
and businesses to think and operate more effectively in the
region. The necessity of this type of a governance system was
already stated a decade ago, yet there has not been any remark-
able progress’’ (Ikuta, 2004).
From post-colonial disputes to recent cooperation: towards a Global
City-Region of the Straits?

Of course, historical events between such young state-nations
(Malaysia has been an independent country since 1957 while Sin-
gapore has been independent only since 1965) play against their
integration, although markets and cultural proximity are seeking
to facilitate a dialogue. Barter (2006b) has highlighted the cyclical
up and down relationship between Malaysia and Singapore across
the Johor straits. After a positive political climate at the beginning
of the 1990s, which led to establishment of a second bridge across
the strait in 1998, Malaysia and Singapore have deployed a more
confrontational attitude toward any form of transnational cooper-
ation (for water supply, defence, transportation, etc.). The initial
enthusiasm to have a dynamic transnational region fell apart be-
cause of a ‘‘. . .prickly bilateral relationship’’ (Barter, 2006a). How-
ever both sides of the Johor Straits know that cooperation
between the two metropolitan areas is unavoidable. As reported
by the Business Times Singapore (5 November 2009), Lee Kuan
Yew stressed the need for cooperation with Malaysia (and Indone-
sia) in order to diversify energy production, perhaps looking at the
implementation of nuclear power plants, for which there is no
physical space in Singapore. On the other hand, Malaysia has
shown an interest in developing an efficient public transport sys-
tem following the example of that in Singapore. IRDA region-mak-
ers do not exclude the possibility that, in the future, Singapore’s
MRT and JB transit will be integrated as one single network. The fu-
ture high-speed rail link between Kuala Lumpur and Singapore, in
the frame of the much bigger ‘Singapore-Kunming Rail Link’,10 will,
perhaps, provide the basis for this latter option.

Douglass (2002) has stressed the importance of cooperation
rather than competition in the investigation of transnational
dynamics in the Asia–Pacific region. If in the future Johor Bahru
(Iskandar Malaysia) and Singapore cooperate, they will have more
financial resources to invest in the sustainability of their econo-
mies by containing the duplication of ongoing mega-services
(flight hubs, university campuses, fair centres, industrial clusters,
etc.) which is unacceptable, particularly in times of global crises.
Although many criticisms can be made of mega-urban regions
10 The Singapore-Kunming Rail Link (SKRL) is a €12.5 billion project which aims to
link Singapore-Malaysia-Thailand-Myanmar-Cambodia-Vietnam-Laos-China by
2015. In this frame, the Malaysian YTL Corporation has proposed a high-speed rail
linking Kula Lumpur to Singapore in about 90 min (now 6 h). The project was until
the time of writing under discussion and, as Barter (2006b) has shown, it has become
a matter of bilateral bargaining between the two countries. In July 2010 Singapore
and Malaysia found an agreement to swap KTM railways land in Singapore to move
the current Tanjong Pagar station to the Custom Immigration and Quarantine
building in Woodlands.
(e.g.: congestion, weak and slow governance, environmental pollu-
tion) a study of the World Bank shows:

‘‘. . .the mega urban [transnational] regions are not a passing
phenomenon. They are likely to persist and to enlarge their eco-
nomic footprints because they benefit from the advantages of
market scale, agglomeration economies, location and the
increasing concentration of talented workers. Being polycentric
and relatively well managed, and having invested heavily in
transport infrastructure, the metropolitan regions have been
able to contain some of the problems attendant upon a concen-
tration of people and industry. Last but not least, with energy
and water resources becoming relatively scarce and countries
such as China anxious to preserve arable land for farming, the
economic advantages of densely populated urban areas are on
the rise because they have a lower resource utilization quo-
tient.’’ (Yusuf, 2007)

Scott, Agnew, Soja, and Storper (2001) and Hall and Pain (2006)
argue that Global City-Regions (GCRs) or Mega-City Regions
(MCRs), made of several centres linked in a network, are the mo-
tors of the global economy because they work ‘‘. . . as territorial
platforms from which concentrated groups or networks of firms
contest global markets’’ (Scott et al., 2001 p.14). Here non-routin-
ised, creative activities, involving a certain degree of uncertainty,
contribute to the demands of contemporary markets (Scott, p.15).

Although smaller in size, Singapore–Johor Bahru resembles the
MCRs identified by Hall and Pain (2006), who suggest that:

‘’Here [in the contemporary megalopolis], as around Shanghai,
around Jakarta, and around Singapore, we see the beginnings
of a new urban form that in some cases even transcends
national boundaries: a city region on a vast scale, networked
externally on a global scale and internally over thousands of
square kilometres: the precursor of a new scale of urban orga-
nization’’ (Hall & Pain, 2006: 12).

Shifting from the GT model to the MCR theory could allow for a
better understanding of transnational agencies across the Singa-
pore/Malaysia border. The study of ‘‘transnational urbanism’’
(Smith, 2001) in the ‘‘Straits’’ MCR could begin by understanding
the role of borders as elements for generating, rather than contain-
ing, transnational flows of, inter alia, workers, students, and entre-
preneurs. Today, people of the Straits MCR cross the border for
plenty of reasons: Changi airport in Singapore provides better
worldwide connections while Senai airport in JB is cheaper for des-
tinations in South East Asia; shopping and entertainment is cheap-
er in Johor while salaries in Singapore are generally double those in
JB; international education is better provided in the city-state
while Singaporeans often travel to Malaysia for its wider cultural
and environmental heritage, and so forth. Although recent studies
are starting to recognize the importance of this transnational
urbanism in the region (Bunnell et al., 2006) this phenomenon re-
mains largely unreported in the literature.

Finally, a polycentric Straits MCR, perhaps including the loose
urban system stretching along the North–South expressway in
Malaysia, would enhance public transport infrastructure to accom-
modate the increasing commuting between KL and Singapore. This
Straits MCR (Rizzo & Shahed, 2010) includes today two global cities
(Singapore and Kuala Lumpur), four medium-size metropolitan cit-
ies (Shah Alam, Seremban, Malacca, and Johor Bahru), several
international and national airports and seaports, serving a total
population of over 15 million inhabitants (it will be 20 millions
in 2025) and a total GDP output of about US$ 250 billion (it will
also double in 2025) this latter more than double that of Singa-
pore’s economy. A better division of labour between the main
nodes of the Straits MCR could decrease the current pressure of
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urban development on biotopes and ecosystems, increase social
cohesion within the region, and enhance better, wider economies
of scale for sustainable forms to produce and consume energy.

Conclusions

Although the Iskandar CDP is an advanced strategic plan envi-
sioning what could be the future physical development in SJER, it
needs to be complemented by a deeper investigation of the so-
cio-spatial outcomes of its strategies in the frame of a Straits
Mega-City Region including Singapore and JB’s metropolitan area,
and perhaps extending to Kuala Lumpur along the North–South
Malaysian Expressway. Such investigation needs to highlight a
set of different scenarios which could either improve (or worsen)
the quality of life for the whole transnational region. It is difficult
to envision Iskandar Malaysia as a ‘‘. . . Strong, Sustainable Conur-
bation of International Standing’’ without considering the role that
Singapore could play, for better or for worse, for the future Johor
region, and vice versa. Important public investments in a fast
metropolitan rail network could be worthless if cross-border
dynamics are not fully understood. That implies that the proposal
to switch the SJER ‘‘. . . imbalanced modal split of about 70:30 with
a bias of private transport’’ could not be achieved, thus maintaining
on SJER’s roads something like 4 million vehicles per day by 2021–
2025 (KN, 2006).

In this article we contend that thinking of Singapore and JB as a
polycentric MCR, rather than a Singapore-centric Growth Triangle,
would allow better understanding of the importance of the many,
transnational micro-agencies which every day span the Malaysia/
Singapore border for many reasons. From this new standpoint, Jo-
hor Bahru can be more than a peripheral centre for growth (as im-
plied by the GT theory, see Ikuta, 2004). A future research agenda
on the Straits MCR region should consider, along with the com-
plexity and the nature of cross-border dynamics between Johor
and Singapore, issues such as gender differentiation, social produc-
tion of space, ethnic and class segregation, gentrification, and
social–environmental–governance sustainability. The agenda
should also take into account geopolitical issues and international
relations within and beyond this transborder economic zone. In
this sense the study of the Straits MCR could represent a testbed
for Graham’s ‘‘urban geopolitics’’ (2004), a field of inquiry in which
urban studies, geopolitics and international relations are com-
bined. An interesting research program titled ‘‘Transit Space’’ was
initiated at Universiti Teknologi Malaysia in 2009 to investigate
some of the issues mentioned above.11 Further research findings
on this topic will be reported in future publications.
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